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By making this phone, the company was able to create a need in this category of people and also to increase
the demand for the product. Easy jets incremental growth and rise in dominance against other airlines such as
British Airways is a perfect example. The mobile products of China mobile are characterized by innovative
products which have created and raised their demand all over the world. The temporary blue ocean created
does not last long enough to enable a company attain desired growth. There is ample opportunity for rapid
growth and profits. China mobile has created over five domains of blue oceans which include the invention of
TV phones, stock mobile phones, navigation mobile phones, secure mobile phones and energy saving phones.
Competition in this market is fierce as it has more than phone manufactures and over products being launched
in the market. Red oceans refer to the known market space â€” all the industries in existence today. By the
time china mobile was introducing some of these services to their phones, most of the companies in this field
had not explored these areas making china mobile sales to increase and costs to reduce. The gist behind the
Blue Ocean concepts is for organizations to create a market policy for themselves as to be in competition with
to locating an existing gainful market. There are some conditions that influence how companies take care of
competitive markets. Blue Ocean opportunities are continuously awarding themselves to Apple whether it is
of an appealing nature or not so appealing nature, Apple has taken advantage Schawbel,  By making such a
phone, china mobile did not only create a need in these people but it also created awareness of such needs and
successfully met them. Also Blue Ocean innovation in an existing market can last for 15 years before it to go
down to a basic level Barke,  This distinction is made on a case by case basis and depends greatly on
innovations in the world and the services being provided. This business world is characterized by high
competition as companies try to outdo their rivals. Thus instead of entering and competing on the same level
Ford made the competition irrelevant by tapping into a whole new market or Blue Ocean within the existing
industry. For example, for youth market, Gillette could develop new brand that represents their characteristics.
This condition occurs in Gillette, the leader in razor and blades market in the world, where they currently face
the maturity of the industry and get stuck in the old-fashioned strategy. However, the nature of their work
could have necessitated such a phone. This is only possible if a company is able to identify untapped business
areas. While this strategy argues that there are spaces in the market which are unexplored, identifying such
places is difficult and maintaining them to avoid competition is also impossible. While developing the phones,
the company looks at possible demands within the environment which may arise in the future. Despite
depending on researches to discover improvement possibilities, management must realize that most innovation
opportunities are found by individuals who are closely tied to products and consumers Hale, ; Markgraf, 
However, this theory fails to recognize the potential threats that may face a firm while exploring new markets.
Disruptive Innovation Kim and Mauborgne failed to identify the difficulty in adopting Blue Ocean strategy
particularly for the established firms. This approach is dismissed as being descriptive or taking a theoretical
perspective instead of being prescriptive.


